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Academic Highlitghts
PROFIC LEARNING PROGRAMME
AND 2ND SYMPOSIUM ON BOUNDARY CROSSING EDUCATION
PROFIC - “Professional Development in Intercultural Competence in Higher Education Institutions” - is a 3 years Erasmus Plus
project leaded by the Glasgow Caledonian University, aimed at supporting academic and administrative staff of Latin American
Universities in developing Intercultural Competencies. The project is at its crucial stage as the partners has just finished
delivering the PROFIC Learning Programme to more than 130 university professionals in 7 Argentinian, Mexican and El Salvador
Universities. They have undergone two elements of the pilot programme: the Workshop stage and the Community stage. The
Community stage in particular included peer support through international and interuniversity teams resulting in concrete action
plans to be implemented with student or other colleagues. Guglielmo Marconi University, as partner of the project, in this phase
has been responsible to develop the e-learning platform used for delivering the Course and has actively participated both in the
creation of the Learning Programme contents and delivery.
To conclude this important phase PROFIC partners
organized and virtually held on the 30th of June
2021 the 2nd Symposium on Boundary Crossing
Education: developing Intercultural Competence
together (II Simposio de Educación Transfronteriza:
Desarrollo
conjunto
de
la
Competencia
Intercultural). The event was attended by all project
partners together with a great number of the
PROFIC Learning Programme trainees together with
the local facilitators who supported them in this
learning path. It aimed at exploring the challenges
and opportunities of developing intercultural
competence in the higher education context and it
has been an opportunity to hear from the experience
of participants and facilitators involved in the
programme as well as view examples of outcomes
and planned impact action plans developed.
For more information on PROFIC project please visit the website www.profic.org or send an email to s.cella@unimarconi.it
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REACH PROJECT SECOND NATIONAL ERASMUS OFFICE MONITORING (VIRTUAL) VISIT
On the 15th of June in the context of continuous monitoring of the Erasmus+
programme the Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA) carried
out the 2nd monitoring visit to the REACH project. REACH (Reinforcing access to cross
border employment at Palestinian higher education institutions) aims at enhancing the
capacity of Palestinian Universities in promoting cross-border employability of their
graduates. This will be achieved through a constructive cooperation among Palestinian
and European partners that together will develop trainings for both academics and
students on technical skills (Information and Communication Technology, Translation
and Linguistics, Foreign Language Teaching, Mechanical Engineering, Robotics), soft
skills and free-lance readiness skills. Guglielmo Marconi University, partner in REACH
project, has a crucial role being responsible for the Communication and Dissemination,
as well as being actively involved both in the Baseline Analysis, with the questionnaires
drafting and analysis, and in the Training Development and Delivery.
The NEO monitoring visit occurred online (via ZOOM) and was led by Dr. Nedal Jayousi,
the National Erasmus Office Director, with the participation of all project partners.
The purpose of the meeting was to learn about the activities realised and products
developed so far, as well as to discuss about the project impact and sustainability and
to identify potential challenges in the operational and/or financial implementation that
could be discussed and solved.

After Dr. Nedal Jayousi introduction on the new
Erasmus Plus programme actions (2021-2027),
where he encouraged REACH partners to build
on the project’s experience and develop further
in the field of employment in Palestine, all the
partners coordinating Work Packages gave
an overview of the activities implemented so
far and stressed the good results reached. In
particular they highlighted the great common
job done within the Preparation phase that
saw the active participation of more than 1600
Palestinian students and graduates responding
to the questionnaires, and that allowed to give
a comprehensive analysis of the skills set gaps,
supply and demand situation related to remote
work in Palestine. This will be the basis to build
on for the drafting of the learning material that
will be provided by the European partners in the
upcoming months.
Challenges like the Covid19 pandemic and the Gaza bombing, that affected the University of Gaza premises, have been
discussed and the Consortium undertakes to overcome them, adjusting project’s activities always ensuring to reach a
significant impact at local and national level.
For more information on the REACH project please visit the website: www.reach.iugaza.edu.ps
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KUTEL EXPLOITATION EVENTS IN KAZAKHSTAN
KUTEL - “Kazakh Universities to foster quality assurance processes in Technology Enhanced Learning” - is a three-year project
co-funded by the European Commission in the framework of the ERASMUS Plus Programme, Key Action 2 “Capacity-building in
the Field of Higher Education”. The Consortium, coordinated by Guglielmo Marconi University, brings together 14 organisations
from Europe and Kazakhstan, including the Kazakh Ministry of Science and Education.
Between October 2020 and February 2021 the KUTEL training course developed by the partners has been delivered to more than
130 Kazakh academics and administrative staff, marking a great success. Now the project reached its final year and one of the
objective of the partners is to disseminate and exploit it in order to ensure the sustainability to the significant results achieved
so far.

For this reason, 2 main events have been arranged and carried out within the last weeks in Kazakhstan. The International university of
information technologies (IITU) managed a 6-days online event (from 21 to 29 June 2021) hosting webinars focused on “Improving quality
assurance processes in training using new technologies”. All the Kazakh partners participated and presented during the webinars and
more than 250 people attended from other Kazakh Universities and Institutions.
On the 30th of June Sh.Ualikhanov Kokshetau State University (KokSU) hosted the Second National Exploitation event “Dialogue through
technologies. Kazakhstan team results”, in which all KUTEL Kazakh partners presented the main activities and results achieved during the
project. Also the European partners attended to the event (Guglielmo Marconi University and the Burgas Free University) as well as more
than 70 people from other Kazakh organisations.
For more information on KUTEL project please visit the website www.kutel-project.eu/
or send an email to s.cella@unimarconi.it

by Sara Cella
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INNOVATIVE MASTER IN “FINTECH AND DIGITAL INNOVATION” DESIGNED.
Professors and representatives of European and Asian FinTech start-up and companies worked to design the innovative “Master in
Fintech and Digital Innovation” in the framework of the European TRUST project leaded by Marconi University.
The TRUST project aims to prepare students, future workers of the Financial Services Sector with the use of technology by designing a new
master on FINancial TECHnology and digital innovation and by modernizing other masters of Business and Economics in Vietnamese
and Philippines Universities.
The new master is equipped with academic courses, and blended with hands-on experiences to explore emergent trends in Fintech from
a global perspective focusing on how the digital transformation affects all the finance industry and in the financial services to produce
graduates/talents who can support the manpower needs of the FinTech industry. International immersion would expose students to
various socio-economic cultures, which would be helpful to talents before they enter, submit themselves to work for and contribute to the
success of FinTech industry.
The master degree program consists of three foundation courses, six core courses, and four electives modules as follow:
FONDATION COURSES are Analytics and Programming in Finance, Money, Banking and Financial Institutions, Innovation, Intrapreneurship
and Entrepreneurship in FinTech Context.
CORE COURSES are Digital and Open Banking, Finance, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, Monetary System and Digital Finance,
Blockchain and Applications, Asset Pricing and Portfolio Management, Advanced Corporate Finance.
ELECTIVE COURSES are Big Data in Finance, Financial Econometrics in R/PYTHON, Risk Analysis and Quantitative Asset Allocation,
Business Valuation in FinTech context.
In addition to completing the core master programme, students have the opportunity to undertake research projects and the final thesis.
https://www.trustproject.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/TRUSTPROJECT.EU

by Susanna Correnti
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MINERVA: VIRTUAL STUDY VISIT AT GUGLIELMO MARCONI UNIVERSITY
The Study visit, organized by Guglielmo Marconi University in
the framework of MINERVA project – Strengthening Research
Management and Open Science Capacities of HEIs in
Moldova and Armenia, was held on 17 - 18 May 2021 in online
format in response to the pandemic. The event aimed at
sharing knowledge related to Research Data Management, in
cooperation with National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN),
National Research Council (CNR), ARTOV Library, Consortium
of Castelli Romani.
The transfer of the best practices in managing and organizing
the Open Science/Open Access infrastructures, initiatives, services and platforms provided to scientists in order to promote the exchange
of information, challenges and best practices from the Italian public research institutions were some of the topics discussed during the
Study visit.
The guest speakers of the event presented the problems and dimensions of the libraries in the Italian context, such as fragmentation of
information sources and absence of the standardization of the services related to the researched resource and the ways to overcome
them, bringing the institutions from isolation to openness.
The example of such activity is the work of library of Frascati National
Laboratories. Built in 1955, it was the first Italian research facility for the
study of nuclear and subnuclear physics with accelerator machines and
is the biggest laboratory of the National Institute of Nuclear Physics
(INFN). It is located in the largest research area in Europe. The presence
of a scientific and technological research program of the highest quality
allows it to attract the interest of researchers from all over the world.
The Library was founded in 1955 with the construction of the
Frascati National Laboratories Specialized in topics such as physics,
mathematics, cosmology, electronics, computer science, chemistry,
engineering, astrophysics, health physics and dissemination.
The Open Access INFN Working Group was created in 2014, around the idea of creating a centralized REPOSITORY for the OPEN literature
(gold, green and gray) and open data. Over the years the library took a number of important steps towards the modernization, through the
conventions and creating an archive, equipped with technologies for long-term preservation of keeps the results of scientific, technological
and third mission research, and an Open Access Policy which helps the authors to be oriented in the world of publishing.
For more information about the project, please visit the website: http://minerva-project.ase.md/en/

by Darina Chesheva
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Spotlight on Research
PERSONAL BRANDING: BUILDING YOUR FUTURE

The first Kick Off meeting of Brand4Careers
project took place on 15 June 2021 in the online
mode. The focus of the project, funded by the
European Commission under the Erasmus+
programme, is Career management skills (CMS),
which equip individuals with key competencies
to better manage and develop their potential in
education, work and life.
According to OECD data, between 20 and 50 % of
the students do not complete tertiary education,
while many are at risk of dropout or even become
active in unsustainable jobs. Moreover, the EU
transitions towards a more digital and greener
economy require young people entering the labor
market, to have at least digital, entrepreneurship
and career management skills.

Career management skills (CMS) equip individuals with key competencies
to better manage and develop their potential in education, work and life.
But, the COVID-19 pandemic has seriously affected education and training
activities across Europe in many ways, while also proved an important testing
ground for online training and career guidance, as in-person services were not
available. Not only this, but the crisis has also affected the employability of
young people, as over one in six young people has stopped working since the
beginning of the crisis. The project aims to address these issues by introducing
personal branding as an innovative method in career management activities
taking place through distance learning.
Through various activities, such as interaction with a significant number
of recruiters HR departments, job agencies, and recruiters, development
of guidelines aiming to assist career counselors, development of effective
personal branding courses, directed to each individual’s needs, the project aims to enable career management educators
to use innovative pedagogies and methods for career management and skills training, reinforce the cooperation between
higher education institutions and career guidance services and improve young individuals’ career management skills so
as to acquire a strong advantage in the labor market.
During the meeting the coordinators and partners defined the most important activities which will be carried out
throughout the project duration, aimed at promoting the Personal Branding model as a tool for developing career
management skills.
For more information about the project, please contact progettieuropei@unimarconi.it
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Glance at the Future
ISO 56000 Summit
The ISO 56000 Summit was the first meeting
to explore the practical way innovation is
impacting and will impact the businesses
and society and how, thanks to the series
of international standards ISO 56000 on
Innovation Management, it can be managed
to create opportunities
ISO 56000 series, open innovation, transfer
of technologies for Transition 4.0, innovative
partnerships, focus on the process of
innovation in Deep Tech and on the digital and
environmental transition of the country: these
are the main topics discussed in collaboration
with our guest speakers, which shared with
the participants their practical experience.
It was also possible to find out the latest
news on the progress of the work on the ISO
56001 standard on the requirements of an
Innovation Management System.
The event was aimed
particularly at Innovation
Managers,
Innovation
Specialists and Technicians,
Chief Innovation Officers,
HR
Managers,
leaders
of companies and SMEs
who want to accelerate
innovation
in
their
businesses.
The event was opened with
the presentation of Oliviero
Casale - General Manager
of UniProfessioni, followed
by speeches of Alice de
Casanove - President of
ISO / TC 279 Innovation
Management
and
Innovation Director AIRBUS,
Luca Manuelli - President of Cluster Fabbrica Intelligente and Ceo Ansaldo Nucleare, Francesco Matteucci - Program
Manager in Green Technologies at European Innovation Council and SMEs Executive Agency - EISMEA, Arturo Lavalle –
Head of R&D department of Guglielmo Marconi University, Nicoletta Antonias - Innovation and Sustainability Manager at
Italferr SpA, Gianluca Alosi, Innovation Manager of Enel X.
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Alternative bearers for rail
TThe European Commission is promoting the development of a Single European Railway Area (SERA) by shifting the
transports from road to rail. The Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking (S2R JU) program fosters the efficiency of the rail network
infrastructure and modal shift for a more competitive European transport system.
The third important meeting between the X2Rail project consortium and the AB4Rail project partners was held on June 7,
2021. AB4Rail partners have presented the latest advances on the procedure to assess the Alternative Bearers (ABs) in the
rail sector to support train operations.
AB technologies related to Adaptable Communication
System (ACS) will be evaluated in each rail scenario
(such as station, metro, regional and main line) and
for each ACS traffic class (such as critical data, critical
video, critical voice and non-critical data).
The AB eligibility will consider the evaluation of both (i)
the aggregate radio capacity (peak and average) and
(ii) the latency, for each ACS traffic class. Furthermore,
other specific criteria will be considered such as the
impact on the existing infrastructure, the technology
maturity, and coexistence issues.
Lars Bruehl (SMO) has highlighted the needs of
investigating economic impacts of ABs. Also,
Kerstin Keil (DB) has suggested to consider 5G as
a technology to compare with selected ABs, when
applicable.
The AB4Rail project has been funded within the S2R JU and Horizon 2020 program. Its aim is to investigate the
innovative wireless technologies for the signaling between train and trackside as well as the most promising transport
and application protocols for communication services. AB4Rail is also cooperating with X2Rail projects for combining
individual technologies for implementing new signaling and automation functionalities in the rail transport at system
level.
For further information, please visit www.ab4rail.eu
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